Budget Approvals:
$618 (Wushu and Glassblowing)
Approved with a vote of 20-0-0

Bylaw Changes:
- Printing will be allocated at a maximum of $3 per event
- Student printing cards will be located in Ben Lamb’s office

Transparency Bylaw Change
- Publicize students’ right to get in contact with the Treasurer and to see budgets on a line item level
- The Treasurer and the Financial Committee are in charge of meeting these students’ needs
- CC will specify where the Student Activities Tax money goes (percentages between funds)
- CC DOES NOT PAY FOR THE RECORD
- This information will be made public by the second CC meeting
- Interested enrolled students can see what was requested and what was cut
- Why not simply put EVERYTHING online? Because FinCom is such a pivotal part of this allocation process, they should be given the chance to defend the budget in context.
- What if it were password protected? We have tried this system in the past, and there has always inevitably been groups fighting over money, once they see one another’s budgets.
- Rachel Hudson was an awesome CC Treasurer

Vote to approve the bylaw: 18-0-2

A Visit From Dining Services
- The Record published an article about ways to save money on your meal plan by taking food from the dining halls
- Dining Services prides itself on open communication with the student body, and we don’t want DS staff to need to serve as police
- Students are taking food as leave to supplement other meals (cereal, fruit, bread, etc.)
- Council agrees that this is a widespread issue
- CC suggests that Dining Services responds in The Record
- Run a campaign similar to the stolen plates and cups last year (compare to the number of student jobs lost)
- The idea of a Food Honor Code that comes up when you change your meal plan online or in Droppers House
- The two doors in Whitmans’ will be a perennial problem
- Don’t get rid of the paper cups because people will take the real cups
- CC initiative of Gourmet Dinners starts tomorrow night!
Drinking Culture: Discussion
- What is CC’s role in this conversation? Giving suggestions to the administration and encouraging other students and student groups to get involved
- The conversation turns towards entries; solution to provide more first-year based programming
- CUL, JAAB, and CC (and SAAC?) want to have an all campus discussion on entry life (and alcohol will be a part of it)
- The difference between hard partying and social drinking: encouraging a culture of safe drinking
- The issue is the behavior that students sometimes exhibit when they are drunk: homophobia, sexual assault, damage, etc.
- But we are not the police and it is not our position to tell the student body what to do
- WE ARE NOT TRYING TO MAKE THIS A DRY CAMPUS
- SAAC Jack wants to be involved
- “Emphasis on personal responsibility, and not dryness.” – Jack F.
- Council is in favor of a potential forum on this issue.

Motion to extend the meeting by 5 minutes
Denied (lol): 5-10-5